Serialnumber 6.3 x 6.3mm
BOOTMODE = MASTER SPI

**Diagram Description:**
- The diagram illustrates the connections and placement of various components within a circuit, indicating the flow of signals and power distribution.
- Key components include:
  - C8, C9, C10...: Capacitors labeled with their respective values.
  - D6: A device labeled D6 with connections to VCCINT, VCCAUX, F10, 1.8V, etc.
  - U1C: A device labeled U1C with connections to VCOO_0, DXP_0, DXN_0, etc.
  - U1E: A device labeled U1E with connections to GND, OUT_0, etc.

**Note:** The specific details of the connections and components are depicted in a schematic diagram format, showing the electrical interactions and power distribution within the system.